**Course objective:** Science and technology influence almost every aspect of human life. This course focuses on the increasing complexities of the interrelationship between science, technology and society. Social, political and cultural values affect scientific research and technological innovations, and in turn scientific research affects society, politics and culture. This course deals with philosophical and sociological aspects of technological change in society. The central focus of this course is to highlight the active role of society, culture and politics in the field of science & technology.

**Course Content**

- Importance of science and technology; The nature and philosophy of science; Structure of scientific revolution; Science and Scientific community; The rights and wrongs of science – Case studies  
  
- The nature and philosophy of technology; Technology and the character of everyday life; Humans versus computers; The technological life world; Technology as a shadow constitution

**Mid-semester**

- Controversies regarding science and technology; Science, technology and the less-developed countries; technology and transformation of work; Science, technology and economic theory; Science, democracy and stem cells

- The Science wars: Debating scientific knowledge and technology; History of Indian science and technology; Science and Technology policy making in India: An overview

**Recommended Reading**
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